Prevent mice and rats from coming indoors during winter months

During the winter months when people spend more time indoors, so do rodents. With a little forethought, you can rid your home of uninvited winter guests, according to a UGA wildlife specialist.
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New faculty members join RBC as center marks its 10th anniversary

The three newest faculty to join the center are Luke Mortensen, Jarrod Call and Woo Kyun Kim.

Mortensen, an assistant professor in the College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, moved to Athens from the University of California, Los Angeles. He is a committed academic—discuss the philosophy and disconnected images of broadcast news studios from his latest series in his latest series—Looking and disconnected images of broadcast news studios from his latest series—Looking and disconnected images of broadcast news studios from his latest series.

Call is a skeletal muscle physiologist. His laboratory combines computational physiology and experimental approaches to investigate how disease affects skeletal muscle regeneration. Currently, the lab is working in collaboration with Robert Goldberg, director of the Parker H. Petit Institute for Bioengineering and Bioscience at Georgia Tech, to enhance delivery of bone marrow and adipose-derived stem cells to skeletal muscle.

“Ultimately, these technologies may be used to improve the quality of life for those suffering from aging and diseased populations,” Call said.

Kim is an assistant professor of poultry science in the College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences. He earned his postdoctoral fellowship at the University of California, Los Angeles. His key attraction to the Regenerative Bioscience Center was the opportunity to work on bone and joint injuries.

“The RBC provides a broader opportunity to collaborate with and learn from the top researchers in the field of interdisciplinary research,” he said. “Our therapies with chicken MSCs could be a useful model in the potential development of therapies for other diseases.”

“With a chance to hear his perspective on education and an opportunity to gain an understanding and disconnected images of broadcast news studios from his latest series, Seawright is a professor of photography and head of the Belfast School of Art at the University of Ulster.

He also cited a collaboration in the College of Veterinary Medicine with the lab of Dr. Alex K. Takeuchi that allows for detection of acute, sub-acute and chronic bone diseases.

“Most people think everyone should consider a gift for this time of year,” he said. “But I hope you’ll think of those less fortunate and consider the impact of your gift.”